THE WEDDING
NEW YORK’S BIGGEST DAY
AT LINCOLN CENTER

PROGRAM

5:00-6:30 PM
PRE-CEREMONY FESTIVITIES
With Juilliard’s Alumni String Quartet

6:30 PM
OPENING PROCESSIONAL
With Jina Brass Band
Music Direction by Sunny Jain

CEREMONY
HOSTED BY MURRAY HILL
WELCOME AND SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS
CHEEK TO CHEEK
Choreographed by Josh Bergasse
Performed by Sara Mearns and Robbie Fairchild

MEDLEY: CANCIONES ROMANTICAS
SOMOS NOVIOS / ¿CÓMO FUE? / CONTIGO APRENDÍ
Performed by Jaime Lozano and Florencia Cuenca

AVE MARIA
Performed by Latonia Moore

BLESSING AND VOWS
Simran Jeet Singh & Rev. angel Kyodo Williams
With a special performance by Red Silk Dancers

ALMOST PARADISE
Performed by Bridget Everett & Dan Finnerty

WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW
Performed by the Young People’s Chorus of New York City

RECESSIONAL
WITH JINA BRASS BAND
MUSIC DIRECTION BY SUNNY JAIN

A TOAST AND A SWEET TREAT
POST-CEREMONY FESTIVITIES CONTINUE AT DAMROSCH PARK

8:00-9:30 PM
DANCE PARTY AT THE DANCE FLOOR
HOSTED BY LADY BUNNY
8:30 pm First Dance & Bouquet Toss
DIRECTOR
Scott Wittmann

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Bette Sussman

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Joey Pizzi

DÉCOR & VISUAL CONSULTANT
Dots

STAGE MANAGER
Beau Lettieri

HOUSE BAND
John Putnam, guitar
Rich Mercúrio, drums
Lee Nadel, bass
Jeremy Beck, keyboard
Bette Sussman, piano

JUILLIARD’S ALUMNI STRING QUARTET
Jeremy Hao, violin
Jasmine Lin, violin
Halam Kim, viola
Iona Batchelder, cello

JINA BRASS BAND
Sunny Jain (musical director), Arun Luthra (soprano sax), Emily Pecoraro (alto sax), Lynn Ligammari (tenor sax), Claire Daly (bari sax), Bryan Walters (trumpet), David Adewumi (trumpet), Kai Sandoval (trumpet), Dave Smoote Smith (trombone), Toby Ekpunobi (trombone), J. Walter Hawkes (trombone), Kenny Bentley (sousaphone), Joe Exely (sousaphone), Greg Gonzalez (snare drum), Dawn Drake (surdo), Mankaran Bhasin (dhol)

Special thanks to:

Our floral sponsor
URBANSTEMS

Our sweet treat sponsor
SUGARFINA

Our beauty sponsor
SEPHORA

Lincoln Center at Sea honeymoon sweepstakes sponsored by
HOLLAND AMERICA LINE

Community programming at Damrosch Park is made possible by the
STAVROS NIARCHOS FOUNDATION (SNF)

Lead Support for Summer for the City Community Programming is provided by
the STAVROS NIARCHOS FOUNDATION (SNF)

Major support is provided by
SK GROUP, LAURA AND SCOTT MALKIN, THE MELLON FOUNDATION, AND THE
LUESTHER T. MERTZ CHARITABLE TRUST

Additional support is provided by
CHANEL, EY, MOVADO GROUP FOUNDATION, HOWARD GILMAN FOUNDATION,
AMAZON, THE SCULLY PERETSMAN FOUNDATION, THE MERTZ GILMORE
FOUNDATION, THE FORD FOUNDATION, THE SHUBERT FOUNDATION, BARBARA H.
BLOCK, AND LINCOLN CENTER’S 22/23 DONORS AND MEMBERS

NEW YORK-PRESBYTERIAN
is the Official Hospital of Lincoln Center

UNITED AIRLINES
is the Preferred Airline of Lincoln Center Presents